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Our contribution demonstrates that hydrogen storage in stationary Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carrier (LOHC) systems becomes much simpler and significantly more efficient if both, the LOHC hydrogenation and the LOHC dehydrogenation reaction are carried out in the same reactor using the same catalyst. The finding that the typical dehydrogenation catalyst for hydrogen release from perhydro dibenzyltoluene (H18-DBT), Pt on alumina, turns into a highly active and very selective dibenzyltoluene hydrogenation catalyst at temperatures above 220 °C paves the way for our new hydrogen storage concept. Herein, hydrogenation of H0-DBT and dehydrogenation of H18-DBT is carried out at the same elevated temperature between 290 and 310 °C with hydrogen pressure being the only variable for shifting the equilibrium between hydrogen loading and release. We demonstrate that the heat of hydrogenation can be provided at a temperature level suitable for effective dehydrogenation catalysis. Combined with a heat storage device of appropriate capacity or a high pressure steam system, this heat could be used for dehydrogenation.

Broader context
Hydrogen storage in form of Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carrier (LOHC) systems offers the opportunity for infrastructure-compatible energy storage on a very large scale and over long periods of time without losses. Our contribution demonstrates that for stationary hydrogen storage the technology becomes much simpler and significantly more efficient if both, the LOHC hydrogenation and the LOHC dehydrogenation reaction are carried out in the same reactor using the same catalyst. It is shown that a Pt on alumina catalyst promotes the hydrogenation of dibenzyltoluene (H0-DBT) as well as the dehydrogenation of perhydro dibenzyltoluene (H18-DBT) in the temperature range of 290 to 310 °C with hydrogen pressure being the only variable for shifting the equilibrium between hydrogen loading and release. This way of operation saves investment for catalyst and reactor, drastically increases the hydrogen storage dynamics, and opens novel opportunities for heat integration and catalyst regeneration.

1. Introduction
In recent times energy storage via Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carrier (LOHC) systems has gained significant attention.1,2 This is mainly due to the fact that hydrogen storage in form of liquids offers the opportunity for energy storage on a very large scale and over long periods of time without losses. In fact, the storage scale and time is only limited by the size of the respective tanks and the technical availability of the respective LOHC compounds. In contrast to other power-to-X concepts, LOHC systems enable energy storage without binding or releasing CO2 or N2 from or to the atmosphere.
Among the different LOHC compounds that have been considered, pure hydrocarbon systems offer the advantages of low cost and full compatibility with the existing infrastructure for liquid fuels. However, all pure hydrocarbon LOHC systems are characterised by a relatively high heat of dehydrogenation, e.g. 68 kJ mol⁻¹-H2 for hydrogen release from methylcyclohexane1 or 65 kJ mol⁻¹-H2 for hydrogen release from perhydro dibenzyltoluene.4 As a consequence, catalytic hydrogen release requires a relatively high amount of heat input at temperatures typically above 250 °C. At these high temperatures, heat integration with heat losses from the subsequent hydrogen utilization step is only possible if the latter operates at a very high temperature, such as in the cases of hydrogen combustion in a solid oxide fuel cell, in a turbine or in a combustion engine. The fact that
considerable amounts of heat are needed at energy-lean times (where typically hydrogen release from LOHC would be operated to provide energy) has been seen by many authors as the main drawback of energy storage in form of LOHC systems. Attempts to overcome this problem have been so far mainly directed towards the development of LOHC compounds with lower heats of dehydrogenation, such as e.g., carbazole or quinaldine-based systems, albeit their thermal stability and technical availability are significantly less favourable.

In the present contribution we demonstrate that – at least for stationary energy storage applications – the required heat for the dehydrogenation of a pure hydrocarbon, hydrogen-rich LOHC compound can be provided from the previous hydrogenation of the respective aromatic LOHC compound. This requires (a) catalytic hydrogenation and dehydrogenation to take place in the same hot reactor, and (b) aromatic hydrogenation to be carried out at a slightly higher temperature than alicyclic dehydrogenation to allow storage of hydrogenation heat in a suitable heat storage system for its reuse in subsequent dehydrogenation.

The established, state-of-the-art stationary LOHC storage setup applies separate hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactors with the hydrogenation reactor operating at low temperature/high pressure and the dehydrogenation reactor operating at high temperature/low pressure to maximize thermodynamic driving forces for the respective reactions. Operating such a two reactor setup, heating times and heating energies to bring the respective reactors from stand-by conditions to operation conditions in the alternating hydrogen charging and release steps are significant. For example, heating the cold dehydrogenation reactor to dehydrogenation conditions consumes a significant amount of heat that is lost when the reactor cools down when hydrogen release is deliberately stopped at energy-rich times. In contrast, using the hot hydrogenation reactor also for the dehydrogenation saves this preheating with respect to both heat and time consumption. However, LOHC hydrogenation and dehydrogenation in the same reactor requires a catalyst that equally promotes the hydrogenation and the dehydrogenation reaction with suitable activity and selectivity.

Attempts to operate aromatics hydrogenation at higher temperatures than the respective reverse reaction seem to contradict at first glance well-established thermodynamic principles: endothermic hydrogen-release should take place at high temperature while exothermic hydrogen-loading should be operated at low temperatures to realize the full storage capacity of the applied LOHC system. However, as we show here, the reaction equilibria of the LOHC conversion are so pressure-sensitive that by using typical hydrogen pressures from PEM electrolysis for LOHC hydrogenation and pressures below 2 bar for LOHC dehydrogenation efficient heat coupling between LOHC charging and discharging is indeed possible. In fact, while the reactor stays at very similar temperatures for hydrogenation and dehydrogenation, the pressure swing alone leads to LOHC charging or hydrogen release. We demonstrate this hydrogen storage concept for the LOHC system dibenzyltoluene (H0-DBT)/perhydro dibenzyltoluene (H18-DBT). This system is particularly suitable for our approach as it is based on an industrial heat transfer oil (a typical trade name is Marlotherm®) that offers very high thermal robustness, excellent technical availability and beneficial toxicological and ecotoxicological properties.

Pressure sensitivity of the H0-DBT/H18-DBT storage cycle

Hydrogen release from H18-DBT leads to an increase in number of mole and thus volume. According to Le Chatelier’s principle, high pressure inhibits dehydrogenation and favours its reverse reaction, i.e. hydrogenation.

\[ \text{H0-DBT} + 9\text{H}_2 \rightleftharpoons \text{H18-DBT} \]  

(1)

The volume strongly increases upon dehydrogenation due to the formation of the gaseous compound hydrogen. This causes a strong pressure dependence of equilibrium conversion. Fig. 1 shows the maximum conversion achievable based on the reaction equilibrium as a function of pressure (a detailed description of the calculation process is available in the ESI†). The equilibrium conversion for hydrogenation is the mirror image of equilibrium conversion for dehydrogenation (line of 0.5 conversion as reflection line). Thermodynamically, the system can release almost all hydrogen at a temperature of 290 °C and a hydrogen pressure of 1.5 bar. As long as the equilibrium pressure corresponding to the current mixture is higher than the system pressure, dehydrogenation can proceed. The equilibrium conversion is reached, when the corresponding equilibrium pressure equals the system pressure.

When the pressure is increased, the corresponding equilibrium conversion for dehydrogenation decreases and equilibrium conversion for hydrogenation increases. To shift the equilibrium from 90% dehydrogenation to 90% hydrogenation, hydrogen pressure has to be increased only by a factor of two to three. The factor increases with increasing temperature, i.e. the required pressure ratio between hydrogenation and dehydrogenation is slightly higher if temperature is high. Thermodynamically, a hot pressure swing hydrogen storage unit run
at 290 °C can be operated at ambient pressure (or slightly above) for almost full hydrogen release, and at pressure of 4 bar for almost full hydrogen uptake. Higher pressure for hydrogenation is favourable for kinetic reasons, but not required by thermodynamics. Hence, the pressures achievable with current electrolysis systems (typically 10–30 bar) are thermodynamically fully sufficient for full H0-DBT hydrogenation at typical dehydrogenation temperatures which results in our new concept of a LOHC-based hot hydrogen storage system.

2. Experimental

Hydrogenation/dehydrogenation reactor set-up

A schematic flow diagram of the experimental set-up used in this study is shown in Fig. 2.

All experiments were performed in a 500 mL stainless-steel Parr batch autoclave (Type 4575/76 HP/HT) equipped with a four-blade gas entrainment stirrer \((n = 1400 \text{ rpm})\). The reaction temperature was measured with two redundant thermocouples and controlled by a Parr Controller (Type 4848). The reactor was heated with an electric heating jacket. The cooling water (CW) in the cooling coil was provided by a cryostat (Huber Unichiller 015w-H) at a temperature of 16 °C. The pressure in the reactor was monitored by a pressure transmitter (WIKA Type S-20). The gas supply and discharge was carried out manually via needle valves. Samples of the liquid phase were taken through a sampling tube.

Prior to each experiment the reactor was purged with low-pressure nitrogen (grade 5.0 corresponding to a purity of > 99.999%, Linde AG) to ensure inert atmosphere. High-pressure helium was used for leak tests. The pressure of hydrogen (grade 5.0 corresponding to a purity of > 99.999%, Linde AG) was controlled by a pressure regulator. The amount of hydrogen catalytically bound to the carrier molecule H0-DBT during the hydrogenation experiment was determined by two Bronkhorst\textsuperscript{®} Mass Flow Meters (FG-111B). These ensure a high dosing accuracy within a range between 50 and 15 000 mL hydrogen per minute.

The low proportion of Hx-DBT, which is entrained as small droplets or evaporated in the released hydrogen, is knocked out or condensed in a countercurrent heat exchanger. In addition, an activated carbon filter protects the sensitive downstream components such as back pressure regulator and mass flow meter from traces of the LOHC components. The hydrogen release under dehydrogenation conditions is measured with a Bronkhorst\textsuperscript{®} Mass Flow Meter (MFM Dehy, FG-111B) with a measurement range up to 5000 mL hydrogen per minute.

Hydrogenation/dehydrogenation swing experiments

All experiments were carried out using a 0.3 mass% Pt on alumina eggshell catalyst provided by Clariant, Heufeld, Germany. The catalyst pellets were ground in a planetary mill. The powder was sieved to a fraction smaller than 125 μm and vacuum dried at 110 °C for 12 hours.

The reactor was filled with 300 g of H0-DBT (ca. 1.1 mol) and the dried catalyst powder. The molar catalyst to LOHC ratio was constant at 1 : 6667 (0.015 mol%). The only exception was the first experiment at 290 °C where a ratio of 1 : 4000 (0.025 mol%) was applied. Inert atmosphere was ensured by repeatedly purging the reactor with nitrogen (5.0, Linde AG). The reactor was heated up to 20 K below reaction temperature and then pressurized with hydrogen. Subsequently, the first liquid sample was taken as reference.

The reaction was started by stepwise increasing the stirrer speed to 1400 min\(^{-1}\) leading to the required hydrogen transfer into the liquid phase. The heat released by the exothermic hydrogenation reaction leads to a temperature increase to the desired reaction temperature that is kept constant by cooling. During the experiment, the reactor pressure was kept constant by continuous dosing of hydrogen. MFM Hy 1 or MFM Hy 2 determined the amount of consumed hydrogen, respectively.

The reactor was switched from hydrogenation to dehydrogenation mode by pressure adjustment at the back pressure regulator. By reducing the pressure in the reaction equilibrium...
shifted. Endothermal hydrogen release from the reactor was determined by the MFM Dehy.

**Determination of the degree of hydrogenation**

For quantitative comparison, the degree of hydrogenation (DoH) of a LOHC system is defined as the ratio of LOHC-bound hydrogen divided by the maximum hydrogen uptake capacity of the LOHC system under consideration. For the here reported experiments, the DoH,$i(t)$ after time $t$ in each hydrogenation or dehydrogenation sequence $i$ can be derived from eqn (2).

$$\text{DoH}_i(t) = \text{DoH}_i(t_0) + \frac{\int_{t_0}^{t} \dot{m}_{H_2, \text{reaction}}(t) \, dt}{n_{H_2, \text{max}}}$$

$$= \text{DoH}_i(t_0) + \frac{\int_{t_0}^{t} \dot{m}_{H_2, \text{reaction}}(t) \, dt}{9 \cdot n_{H_2, \text{DBT}, i}}$$

The index $i$ corresponds to the respective charging and discharging sequence. The hydrogen consumed by hydrogenation or released by dehydrogenation, $n_{H_2, \text{reaction}}$, is determined by flow measurements. The maximum hydrogen uptake capacity $n_{H_2, \text{max}}$ is calculated from stoichiometry and the mass of LOHC in the system. However, liquid sampling results in a loss of LOHC in the reactor which needs to be taken into account. Considering the DoH of every sample taken, eqn (3) gives the corrected DoH of the hydrogenation or the dehydrogenation sequence $i$. (see the ESI† for detailed derivation).

$$\text{DoH}_i(t) = \text{DoH}_i(0) + \frac{\int_{t_0}^{t} \dot{m}_{H_2, \text{reaction}}(t) \, dt}{9 \cdot M_{H_2} \cdot \frac{m_{H_2, \text{DBT, start}}}{M_{H_2, \text{DBT}}} - \sum_{j=1}^{t} \frac{m_{j}}{M_{j, \text{HDBT}} + \text{DoH}_j \cdot 9 \cdot M_{H_2}}}$$

Liquid phase samples were analysed using a NMR Spinolve Carbon from Magritek. The accuracy of the $^1$H-NMR spectra was confirmed by a JNM-ECX 400 NMR-spectrometer (Jeol Ltd) with 64 scans at room temperature. The DoH analysis determined by $^1$H-NMR spectroscopy according to Do et al.11 were used to confirm the results of the mass flow measurements.

Productivity is defined as the hydrogen uptake $\Delta n_{H_2, x \rightarrow y}$ in a period of time $\Delta t_{x \rightarrow y}$ per mass of platinum of the applied catalyst.

$$P_{x \rightarrow y}(t) = \frac{\Delta n_{H_2, x \rightarrow y}}{m_{Pt} \cdot \Delta t_{x \rightarrow y}} = \frac{n_{H_2, \text{max}} \cdot (\text{DoH}_{i,y} - \text{DoH}_{i,x}) \cdot M_{H_2}}{m_{Pt} \cdot (t_y - t_x)}$$

Initial productivity considered the hydrogenation progress from a DoH of 10 to 50 percent only. In this range, the reaction is characterized by a nearly constant hydrogen consumption. For dehydrogenation the productivity is given in negative values.

**Analytical methods to quantify LOHC decompositions products**

Repeated hydrogenation and dehydrogenation of the Hx-DBT LOHC system imposes thermal stress on the system. In addition, the prolonged contact of LOHC compounds with the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation catalyst may act as cause for additional side-product formation. It is therefore of high interest for our study and the applicability of the proposed hot hydrogen storage concept to quantify all light or heavy boiling-by-products that form during hydrogenation or dehydrogenation outside the intended H0-DBT/H18-DBT hydrogen storage cycle. Therefore the complete product spectrum, including light boilers down to C5 and C6 compounds and high boilers up to C100 compounds were evaluated by gas chromatography using a Thermo Fisher Scientific Trace 1310 gas chromatograph equipped with an Restek Rxi17Sil (30 meter, 0.25 mm) column.

For the analysis of methane and light alkanes from high temperature hydrogenation gas phase samples, a Thermo Fisher Scientific Trace 1310 gas chromatograph equipped with a ShinCarbon ST 100/120 (2 meter, 1 mm) column and a flame ionization detector was applied. Gas phase samples were taken after 3 hours hydrogenation time.

**3. Results and discussions**

**High temperature hydrogenation of H0-DBT**

As described above, our hydrogen storage concept requires the use of a single catalyst or catalyst formulation for H0-DBT hydrogenation and H18-DBT dehydrogenation. It was known from our previous work10 that Ru on alumina, the well-established catalyst for the hydrogenation of H0-DBT, is not working well as dehydrogenation catalyst. Therefore, we decided to test first whether Pt on alumina, the most efficient H18-DBT dehydrogenation catalyst,10 shows any suitable catalytic activity in H0-DBT hydrogenation at the intended high hydrogenation temperatures.

Remarkable H0-DBT hydrogenation activity was observed at temperatures above 220 °C for the investigated Pt on alumina catalyst. Fig. 3 summarizes the experimental results for the performed hydrogenation experiments in the temperature range between 160 and 311 °C at 30 bar hydrogen pressure. 30 bar hydrogen pressure was selected to work with the typical hydrogen output pressure of a state-of-the-art PEM electrolyser.

At temperatures below 220 °C, signs of slow catalyst activation during the hydrogenation experiment were observed, but at these low temperatures, Pt on alumina still represents a mediocre H0-DBT hydrogenation catalyst. In contrast, full hydrogenation is achieved in all experiments above 230 °C with shorter and shorter reaction times required to reach a DoH of 1 (180 min at 231 °C vs. 85 min at 271 °C). At temperatures above 300 °C the influence of the thermodynamic hydrogenation/dehydrogenation equilibrium becomes visible. At 30 bar hydrogen pressure, the equilibrium at these temperatures does not allow full H18-DBT formation any longer. Instead, the reaction mixture remains at an unchanged DoH after a reaction time of ca. 120 min reflecting the respective equilibrium DoH at the applied temperature level (0.99 at 291 °C and 0.95 at 311 °C). A higher hydrogen pressure would be required at these temperatures to complete the hydrogenation process towards full loading. Note, however, that for stationary hydrogen and energy...
storage application the useable hydrogen storage capacity is not the most critical aspect as it only determines the tank size and the LOHC inventory for a given storage capacity. Both factors are less critical for the investment cost of the entire storage unit.

Fig. 4 highlights the fact that increasing hydrogenation temperatures lead to a strongly increasing hydrogenation productivity, with an onset around 200 °C. Initial hydrogenation productivities obtained for the DoH-range between 0.1 and 0.5 are shown as a function of temperature.

Remarkably, at temperatures below 200 °C, the applied Pt on alumina catalyst is significantly less active than Ru on alumina. While for Ru on alumina at 180 °C a productivity of 2.0 gH₂ gRu⁻¹ min⁻¹ has been reported, Pt on alumina shows at the same temperature only a productivity of 1.0 gH₂ gPt⁻¹ min⁻¹. However, above 230 °C, a very significant increase in hydrogenation productivity is observed for the Pt-based hydrogenation catalyst with productivities rising almost linearly from 7.0 gH₂ gPt⁻¹ min⁻¹ at 230 °C to above 25.0 gH₂ gPt⁻¹ min⁻¹ at 300 °C. For the applied Pt mass of 32 mg this corresponds to a hydrogen consumption of 10 NL per minute (1.8 kWth). For the initial hydrogenation rates in the temperature range between 230 °C and 310 °C an Arrhenius activation energy of around 40 kJ mol⁻¹ can be derived. This value suggests that the catalytic hydrogenation is influenced by pore diffusion effects in this temperature range under investigation.

In addition to liquid samples, also a gas phase sample was taken from the reactor after 3 hours hydrogenation time and analysed by gas chromatography. It was found that the detected methane concentration rises from 117 ppm for the hydrogenation reaction at 160 °C to 535 ppm at 231 °C, and 937 ppm at 311 °C. This indicates either a certain amount of methyl group cleavage from the DBT LOHC compounds or hydrogenation of carbon residues from the catalyst surface. Note, that the presence of methane neither harms the hydrogenation of H₀-DBT, nor the dehydrogenation of H₁₈-DBT or the fuel cell operation with the so-released hydrogen. The gas analysis further revealed that with increasing reaction temperature the content of carbon dioxide and propane increased, but all these traces remained in the double digit ppm range. Probably, these traces originate from impurities in the technical H₀-DBT that was applied for these experiments. In the entire temperature range no carbon monoxide and no ethane could be detected in the gas phase.

Hydrogen storage experiments
Having convincingly demonstrated that Pt on alumina is a very active H₀-DBT hydrogenation catalyst, it was an obvious next step to try H₀-DBT hydrogenation and H₁₈-DBT dehydrogenation in the same reactor for several loading and unloading cycles. For a first experiment we performed the hydrogenation at 291 °C and 30 bar for 4 hours followed by a 20 hours dehydrogenation at 1.05 bar at exactly the same temperature. Fig. 5 shows the hydrogen uptake and release over four cycles.

Fig. 3 Hydrogenation of H₀-DBT using Pt on alumina (0.015 mol% Pt applied as 0.3 mass% Pt loading, egg-shell) and 30 bar hydrogen pressure at different temperatures.

Fig. 4 Initial hydrogenation productivity (DoHs between 0.1 to 0.5) as a function of temperature (30 bar hydrogen pressure, 300 g H₀-DBT, 0.015 mol% Pt applied as 0.3 mass% Pt on alumina).

Fig. 5 Hot hydrogen storage experiment: hydrogenation conditions were 291 °C, 30 bar, 4 h; dehydrogenation conditions were 291 °C, 1.05 bar, 20 h (300 g H₀-DBT, 0.025 mol% Pt applied as 0.3 mass% Pt on alumina).
Under the applied conditions, DoHs of above 85% were reached in all hydrogen-loading sequences while the dehydrogenation sequences led in all subsequent cycles to DoHs of less than 10%. Thus, in all four cycles a hydrogen loading capacity of more than 4.6 mass% hydrogen or 1.54 kWh per kg LOHC material could be realized. From the first to the second hydrogenation/dehydrogenation cycle, a significant decrease in catalyst activity is evident (40% in hydrogenation productivity and 30% in dehydrogenation productivity). In the following hydrogenation/dehydrogenation cycles only a low catalyst deactivation (ca. 3% less productivity per cycle) was observed. A more detailed analysis of catalyst stability over several storage cycles is provided in the following section.

Hydrogenation at higher temperature than dehydrogenation

Following this very encouraging proof-of-concept experiments we were interested to raise the hydrogenation temperature level above the dehydrogenation temperature level. Our interest in this storage mode originated from the concept to export the hydrogenation heat into a heat storage device (e.g. a molten salt latent heat storage system). This would allow to import the hydrogenation heat in the next cycle for subsequent endothermic hydrogen release. To allow heat flow from the hydrogenation reactor to the heat storage system and later back to the reactor, a temperature difference of 10 °C was regarded as sufficient.

Fig. 6 shows the results obtained. In comparison to the experiments shown in Fig. 5 the amount of catalyst was reduced from 0.025 mol% to 0.015 mol% to purposely avoid very deep dehydrogenation that was regarded as a potential reason for slight catalyst deactivation by coking.

While the higher hydrogenation temperature leads to a higher DoH in the hydrogen-loading sequence even at lower catalyst loading, the lower catalyst loading leads to the expected, lower level of hydrogen release in the subsequent dehydrogenation sequence. In all four cycles DoHs above 0.95 were reached in the loading sequence, while the final DoH in the hydrogen-release step was always below 0.3. In total, all cycles realized a hydrogen storage capacity above 4 mass% hydrogen or 1.34 kWh per kg of LOHC material. Unfortunately, under the here applied process conditions, catalyst deactivation was slightly stronger as summarized in Fig. 7. It is noteworthy, however, that the strongest drop in activity took place between the first and the second cycle while both hydrogenation and dehydrogenation activity remained close to constant between cycles 3 and 4. This is a very interesting result as one can speculate that the repeated sequence of hydrogenation and dehydrogenation may also cause a catalyst regeneration effect during the hydrogenation cycle. It can be expected that carbon deposits formed during dehydrogenation at the very low pressure level applied (1.05 bar) will be removed from the Pt surface in the subsequent hydrogenation step. In this way our new reaction mode of operating hydrogen storage and release in the same reactor with the same catalyst opens a very interesting way to a process-integrated catalyst regeneration.

Integrity of the LOHC carrier substance after hydrogen storage/release cycles

The here-applied hot storage conditions impose significant stress on the applied LOHC components in the reactor. The full volume of applied LOHC material is in contact with the catalyst during the entire cycling time under the relatively harsh reaction conditions applied. Therefore, our hydrogenation/dehydrogenation cycling experiments offer a very interesting way to study the stability of the H0-DBT/H18-DBT under water- and oxygen-free conditions and extended cycling times. Note that degradation of the LOHC carrier molecule can have – next to the obvious loss of storage volume – negative influences on physical and chemical properties of the carrier system. Light boiling decomposition products represent impurities in the obtained hydrogen and should be removed (e.g. by an active carbon filter) prior to hydrogen utilization in a fuel cell. High boiling products are assumed to act as precursors for coke
formation and thus may have a negative influence on catalyst activity on the longer run.

In all experiments described above, technical grade mixtures of H0-DBT isomers (technical grade Marlotherm SH from SASOL, Marl, Germany) were used. Note that the use of a technical mixture of DBT isomers was advised for this study as only the mixture of DBT regioisomers has the required low melting point (≤−30 °C) for its use as technically relevant LOHC system. According to our analysis, the applied technical quality of Marlotherm SH contained 0.9 mass% of higher boiling components (bp at ambient pressure >390 °C) and less than 0.3 mass% of light boiling components (e.g. benzyltoluene, toluene) prior to any hydrogenation or dehydrogenation experiment. A liquid sample was taken once the reactor was heated to hydrogenation temperature for the first time and analysed for the content of low- and high-boiling compounds. These values were used as reference points for all later measurements.

During cycles A to D of Fig. 7 the molar content of heavy components increased from the original 0.9 to 2.1 mass%. At the same time the level of low-boiling by-products in the liquid samples slightly decreased and thus stayed below the reference value in all subsequent measurements. While we consider an increase of heavy by-products by 1.2 mass% over the 96 h operation time as still too high, the result is indeed encouraging. In our on-going studies we try to reduce this level of heavy formation by the following measures: (i) operation of hot hydrogen storage cycles with a distilled sample of Marlotherm SH as heavies present in the mixture from the beginning may trigger additional heavy formation; (ii) work with Pt catalyst on less acidic alumina as we have found out already that LOHC heavy formation is strongly dependent on support acidity; (iii) operate dehydrogenation cycle at slightly higher hydrogen back-pressure as we have seen strong evidence that heavies formation is suppressed by the presence of hydrogen at the catalyst surface. Storage cycles using 1.6 bar hydrogen pressure during dehydrogenation showed indeed a substantially lower formation of heavy components from the original 0.9 to 1.3 mass% within four cycles. With all the named measures we are confident to further improve the already quite impressive stability of our hot hydrogen storage system further.

4. Conclusion

This contribution presents major progress towards stationary hydrogen and energy storage using a cheap and non-toxic, pure hydrocarbon LOHC system.\(^\text{10}\) By demonstrating that H0-DBT hydrogenation and H18-DBT dehydrogenation can be performed in one reactor using the same catalyst at the same temperature level, four very important advantages in comparison to the actual state-of-the art using two separate hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactors can be realized:

- The reduction of the hydrogen storage system to only one reactor makes the whole storage device much simpler and saves a significant amount of investment and operation cost: only one reactor has to be connected, monitored, heated and maintained.

- Heating-up times represent a real problem for the process dynamics of the state-of-the-art two reactor LOHC hydrogen storage technology. This issue is convincingly solved by the new concept presented in this contribution: the one reactor applied for hydrogenation and dehydrogenation is always on the elevated reaction temperature of both processes. As either hydrogenation or dehydrogenation is carried out if the system is in operation, the reactor never cools down. When switching from hydrogenation mode to dehydrogenation mode, the reactor can immediately provide hydrogen from the pressurized vessel to the consumer, followed by dehydrogenation when the pressure reaches a level below 3 bar. Switching from dehydrogenation to hydrogenation mode, the first hydrogen produced by the electrolyser or provided by the hydrogen source can immediately be used to build up the hydrogen pressure in the reactor. Above 3 bar hydrogen pressure (depending on operation temperature), hydrogenation of the DBT mixture sets in. Thus, the here presented storage concept is characterized by extremely short response times and excellent dynamics.

- As demonstrated by our experiments, operating the hydrogenation sequence with 30 bar electrolyser pressure allows effective exothermic hydrogen loading at slightly higher temperatures than subsequent endothermic hydrogen release if the dehydrogenation pressure is below 2 bar. This creates suitable boundary conditions for the use of hydrogenation heat for dehydrogenation if an appropriate heat storage system is used. If the hot hydrogen storage system is connected to an industrial heat supply system (e.g. a high pressure steam system), the hydrogenation heat can be exported to the system at a higher temperature (and exergy) than the heat required for dehydrogenation. This may add an extra value to the hydrogen storage process.

- Finally, we found evidence that the repetitive use of the catalyst under high hydrogen pressure and low hydrogen pressure conditions has the additional advantage of catalyst regeneration under the high hydrogen pressure conditions. This adds another important advantage in comparison to the state-of-the art two reactor storage system. While a dehydrogenation-only reactor operates its catalyst always under the most stressful conditions (high temperature, low hydrogen partial pressure), the alternating operation conditions in the here-presented hot hydrogen storage system expose the catalyst to typical regeneration conditions in each hydrogenation sequence.

We conclude that the advantages of using one single hydrogenation/dehydrogenation reactor in LOHC-based stationary hydrogen storage are so overwhelming that this operation mode should become the standard for future decentralized or off-grid energy storage units using this technology. While there is still room for further research and development towards improving the LOHC technology per se (e.g. precious metal free catalyst systems, alternative LOHC systems or more efficient reactor concepts) this study demonstrates that heat integration between the hydrogen charging and the hydrogen discharging processes is indeed possible. These findings overcome a major concern regarding the efficiency of the LOHC technology and will broaden potential application fields for this technology.
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